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SKILLS







accountability
problem solving
communication skills
self motivation
good time management
searching, processing,
combining and compiling
information in a synthetic
way

CERTIFICATIONS


Polish security clearance
"CONFIDENTIAL" valid
until 15.12.2018

LANGUAGES




English
German
Polish

SIDE PROJECTS




analyzing the changes in
global geopolitical
architecture and possible
future repercussions for
Europe and Poland
FOSS as a tool used by main
global players

SUMMARY
Editor and analyst in the field of military aviation, defense, modern
warfare and security, military historian.

EMPLOYMENT
[2007-2018] Contributor to leading international magazines
 Jane's Defence Weekly
 AirForces Monthly
 Combat Aircraft
 DSA Alert
 Vayou Aerospace
 Model Aircraft
[2007-2018] Contributor to key Polish defense outlets
 Lotnictwo Aviation International
 Aeroplan
 Lotnictwo
 Militaria XX Wieku
 Aero
 Polska Zbrojna
[2011-2018] Editor-in-Chief at www.infolotnicze.pl
 a “pro publico bono” position
 leading a team of contributors and providing help for students
starting their history career
 webmaster and admin at infolotnicze.pl
[2008-2009] Specialist in mobilization planning department and
administration of reserves; Military Replenishment Command
 managing replenishment for war time state
 maintaining a data base with current data about soldiers in the
military system
 preparing various documents for the commanding officer in
accordance with the current law and military standards

EDUCATION
[2010-2014] Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) Field Of Study: Military
Aviation, Military History, Defense. Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznań, Poland
 attending science conferences
 coauthoring a book commemorating a Polish WWII submariner
 classes and lectures for students – various aspects of warfare
 Ph.D. thesis connected with WW II aviation
[2002-2007] Master's degree in history with the specialty of military
history. Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland
 head of military history science club at the university
 arrangement of science trips for students
 chapter in a book about the economics of war
 students science conferences

